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[57] ABSTRACT 

A migration imaged member is contacted with a trans 
fer member wherein upon separation of said members, 
migration material from said migration imaged mem 
ber is transferred in image con?guration to said trans 
fer member. 

12 Claims, 6 Drawing Figures 
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METHOD OF MAKING MULTIPLE IMAGES FROM 
A MIGRATION IMAGED MEMBER 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

This is a continuation, of application Ser. No. 21,800, 
filed'Mar. 23, 1970, now abandoned. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates in general to imaging, and 
more specifically to a system employing contacting mi 
gration imaged members with a transfer member 
wherein upon separation of said members, unmigrated 
material from said migration imaged member has trans 
ferred in image configuration to said transfer member. 

'- Recently, a migration imaging system capable of pro 
ducing high quality images of high density, continuous 
tone and high resolution has been developed. Such mi~ 
gration imaging systems are disclosed in copending ap 
plication Ser. No. 837,780 and Ser. No. 837,591 both 
filed June 30, 1969, which are hereby expressly incor 
porated herein by reference. In a typical embodiment 
of the new migration imaging system, there is provided 
an imaging member comprising a substrate with a layer 
of softenable material having dispersed therein migra 
tion material such as electrically photosensitive parti 
cles. The member is imaged in the following manner: 
a latent image is formed on the member, for example, 
by electrically charging the member and exposing it to 
a pattern of activating electromagnetic radiation such 
as light. The latent image is developed by causing mi 
gration material in the softenable layer to migrate im 
agewise toward the substrate when the member is de 
veloped as by softening the softenable layer. 
One mode of development entails exposing the mem 

ber to a solvent which dissolves only the softenable 
layer. The migration material (typically particles) 
which has been exposed to radiation migrates through 
the softenable layer as it is softened and dissolved, leav 
ing an image of migrated particles corresponding to the 
radiation pattern of an original on the substrate. The 
material of the softenable layer is substantially com 
pletely washed away by the solvent. The particle image 
may then be fixed to the substrate. For many preferred 
photosensitive particles, the image produced by the 
above process is a negative of a positive original, i.e., 
particles deposit in image con?guration corresponding 
to the radiation exposed areas. However, positive to 
positive systems are also possible by varying imaging 
parameters. Those portions ofthe photosensitive mate 
rial which do not migrate to the substrate are washed 
away by the solvent with the softenable layer. As dis 
closed therein by other developing techniques, the soft 
enable layer may at least partially remain behind on the 
supporting substrate with or without a relatively unmi 
grated pattern of marking material complementary to 
said migrated material. 
“Softenable" as used here is intended to mean any 

material which can be rendered more permeable to mi 
gration material migrating through its bulk. Conven 
tionally, changing permeability is accomplished by dis 
solving, melting and softening as by contact with heat, 
vapors, partial solvents and combinations thereof. 
“Fracturable“ layer or material as used herein, 

means any layer or material which is capable of break~ 
ing up during development, thereby permitting por~ 
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2 
tions of said layer to migrate toward the substrate in 
image con?guration. The fracturalble layer may be par 
ticulate, semi-continuous or continuous in various em 
bodiments of the migration imaging members. 
“Contiguous,” for the purpose of this invention, is 

defined as in Webster’s New Collegiate Dictionary, 
Second Edition, 1960; “In actual contact; touching; 
also, near, though not in contact; adjoining.” 

In certain methods of forming the latent image, non 
photosensitive or inert, fracturable layers and particu 
late material may be used to form images, for example, 
wherein an electrostatic latent image is formed by a 
wide variety of methods including charging in image 
con?guration through the use of a mask or stencil; first 
forming such a charge pattern on a separate photocon 
ductive insulating layer according to conventional xe 
rographic reproduction techniques and then transfer 
ring this charge pattern to the imaging member by 
bringing the two layers into very close proximity and 
utilizing breakdown techniques as described, for exam‘ 
ple, in Carlson U.S. Pat. No. 2,982,647 and Walkup 
U.S. Pat. Nos. 2,825,814 and 2,937,943. In addition, 
charge patterns conforming to selected shaped elec 
trodes or combinations or electrodes may be formed by 
the “TESF’ discharge techniques as more fully de 
scribed in Schwertz U.S. Pat. Nos. 3,023,731 and 
2,919,967 or by techniques described in Walkup U.S. 
Pat. No. 3,001,848 and 3,001,849 as well as by elec 
tron beam recording techniques, for example, as de 
scribed in Glenn U.S. Pat. No. 3,113,179. 
The characteristics of the images produced are de 

pendent on such process steps as charging, exposure 
and development as well as the particular combination 
of process steps. High density, continuous tone and 
high resolution are some of the image characteristics 
possible. The image is generally characterized as a 
fixed or unfixed particulate image with or without a 
portion of the softenable layer and unmigrated portions 
of the layer left on the imaged member. 
A related but different invention to the present in 

vention is described in copending application Ser. No. 
784,164, filed Dec. 16, 1968, now U.S. Pat. No. 
3,741,757 wherein a migration imaged member is con 
tacted with a stripping sheet with sufficient adhesive 
contact between the transfer sheet and the imaged 
member so that upon separation the imaged member 
splits, typically at about middle thickness of the soften 
able layer to create simultaneously complementary 
positive and negative images corresponding to the rela 
tively unmigrated and relatively migrated portions of 
the migration imaged member. In contrast, the instant 
invention is directed not to splitting the imaging mem 
ber at about midway through the thickness of the soft 
enable layer, but in removing a portion of one or the 
other of the relatively unmigrated or migrated particles 
to a transfer member and typically preferably followed 
by recontacting of the imaged member with a subse 
quent transfer member to remove: additional migration 
material from the same surface of the migration imaged 
member to produce multiple copies in the form of im 
aged transfer members. ‘ 

In this new migration imaging system, the advanta 
geous transfer imaging system with multiple copy fea 
ture of this invention has been invented, utilizing mi 
gration imaged members as a master image. 
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is, therefore, an object of this invention to provide 
a novel and advantageous transfer imaging system 
using migration imaging members as a master. 

It is a still further object of this inventionto provide 
a migration member~transfer imaging system wherein a 
single migration imaged member is split into a plurality 
of layers each on a different substrate. 
Another object of this invention is to provide a dry 

method of duplicating. 
The foregoing objects and others are accomplished in 

accordance with this invention by providing a migra 
tion imaged member which is contacted with a transfer 
member and split upon separation of said member, 
whereupon a portion of migration material from said 
migration imaged member is transferred in image con 
figuration to said transfer member. The migration ma 
terial remaining on the image is contacted with another 
transfer member and upon separation another portion 
of the migration material is transferred to the transfer 
member. The ability of an imaged member to split into 
sucessive thin layers is due to the presence in the soft 
enable layer 12 of a viscosity gradient. Such a gradient 
occurs in some cases by virtue of the development 
means employed to permit migration and initial ?lm 
splitting such as the use of a solvent vapor. In other 
cases the use of thermoplastic materials combined with 
the application of heat can achieve such a viscosity gra 
dient. Temperatures in the range of from about 150°F 
to about 200°F are usually suf?cient to produce a satis 
factory viscosity gradient. When thermoplastic materi 
als of relatively low viscosity at room temperature are 
employed as the softenable layer, the application of 
heat is not required as air temperature will provide the 
viscosity gradient. Also, the presence of dispersed mi 
gration material in the ?lm has been found to affect fa 
vorably the ability of the softenable layer to split into 
thin layers to provide multiple copies. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

For a better understanding of the invention, as well‘ 
as other objects and further features thereof, reference 
is made to the following detailed disclosure of this in 
vention taken in conjunction with accompanying draw 
ings wherein: 
FIGS. 1A and 1B are partially schematic illustrations 

of a layered con?guration imaging member and an im 
aged layered configuration migration imaging member 
respectively, according to this invention. 
FIG. 2A is a partially schematic illustration of a 

binder migration imaging member 18 wherein the mi 
gration material 13 is dispersed throughout softenable 
layer 12 on substrate 11. FIG. 2B is a typical binder 
member 20 which has been migration imaged such that 
the migration material that was previously in portion 22 
of softenable layer 12 has migrated into area 24 imme 
diately beneath area 22 and closer to the substrate to 
create an image pattern of migration material in the 
binder. Areas of the binder from which the migration 
material 13 has migrated can provide an image con?gu 
ration in the upper surface of the imaged member 20. 

FIG. 3A shows an imaged member of the type of FIG. 
2B which has been split as taught in application Ser. 
No. 784,164 referred to above, substrate 32 being the 
stripping sheet and portion 34 corresponding to the in 
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4 
verted upper portion of the imaged member 20 of FIG. 
2B containing area 22. FIG. 3B is the member of FIG. 
3A with transfer member 36 having been contacted 
with the top surface of member 30 and then having 
been partially separated to transfer to the under surface 
of transfer member 36 a thin layer 38 from the surface 
of member 30. Layer 38 provides an image copy be 
cause portions 42 of layer 38 are relatively free of mi 
gration material in image con?guration. When directly 
viewed from the layer 38 side of transfer member 36, 
an image corresponding to the image pattern in layer 
30 but a reverse thereof will be observed. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

Referring now to FIGS. 1A and 2A, there are shown 
partially schematic drawings of examples of embodi 
ments of migration imaging members 8 and 18 com 
prising substrate 11 and softenable layer 12 which con 
tains contiguous to its upper surface a layer of migra 
tion material 13. FIG. 1B shows a migration imaging 
member of FIG. 1A after it has been migration imaged. 
Migration material portions 16 have migrated in depth 
in image configuration adjacent to the substrate 11 
with relatively unmigrated portions 14 of the migration 
layer remaining contiguous to the surface of the imaged 
member 10. Although migration material 13 is shown 
as a thin layer in softenable layer 12, such migration 
material can also in a separate layer coated over soften 
able layer 12 as a dispersion in softenable material of 
the same or different type as employed in softenable 
layer 12. By employing such double layers, materials 
advantageous to producing copies in accordance with 
this invention can be employed while less advantageous 
materials can be employed in softenable layer 12. The 
imaged member can be employed directly in the 
method of this invention or first split in half as de 
scribed more fully below. 
A more detailed description of substrate 11, soften 

able layer 12 and migration materials and migration im 
aging methods may be found in the first two aforemen 
tioned copending applications incorporated herein by 
reference. 
As disclosed in the first two copending applications 

mentioned above for both the layer configuration and 
binder configuration imaging members, a preferred av? 
erage particle size of the migration material is from 
about 0.01 to about 2 microns to yield optimum resolu 
tion and highest density images. The preferred thick 
ness range of softenable layer 12 is from about one-half 
to about 16 microns and optimally from about I to 
about 4 microns. 
As stated above when a migration imaged member of 

the type of FIG. 1B or FIG. 2B or a member comprising 
a split migration imaged member, for example, illus 
trated in FIG. 3A is contacted with a transfer member 
according to the invention, only a portion of the upper 
surface of the migration imaged member is found to be 
transferred to the transfer member leaving behind on 
the imaged member at least enough thickness of soften 
able material to produce another transfer image, usu 
ally about six more images. 
Transfer member 36 may be in the form of a web or 

sheet or any suitable form and the contacting surface 
of member 36 should be presented into preferably non 
slipping pressure contact with migration imaged mem 
ber 30. A backing plate may optionally be used to regu 
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late and control the pressure of the contact of transfer 
member 36 on imaged member 30. As will be seen, 
member 36 and substrate 11 may be opaque in various 
colors, translucent depending on the mode of operation 
and the ultimate use of the web. 
The transfer member 36 generally comprises a mate 

rial having a surface either capable of being rendered 
tacky as by the application of heat, solvents or the like 
or without the accompanying pressures or having a sur 
face which is tacky such as an adhesively coated sur 
face, for example, pressure sensitive adhesive tapes. 
Member 36 is applied, with the adhesive surface 
against migration imaged member 30, for example, by 
means of a roller. After application, the member 36 is 
separated from imaged member 30. 
Typical webs useful as transfer members 36 include 

polyethylene terephthalate polyester ?lm backed tapes, 
cellophane and acetate based tapes such as Scotch 
brand Magic Transparent Tape No. 810 available from 
the 3M Company (all the foregoing being preferred for 
transparency formation), commercially available 
masking tapes and similar adhesive webs. Also, sur 
faces such as dye transfer paper, Cronar (Mylar over 
coated with hydrophilic gelatin like layer) film from 
duPont and heat activated hot-melt adhesives are 
found to be suitable. 

It is preferred that the thickness of member 36, if the 
images formed on member 36 are to be used other than 
a light absorbing directly viewable image, for example 
as a transparency, be kept relatively thin, on the order 
of about 3 mils or less in order not to adversely affect 
image resolution upon transmission of the image. For 
lower resolution films, of course, the films may be 
thicker up to about one-tenth inch thick. Of course, it 
should be appreciated that the transfer member 36 to 
be contacted with migration imaged member 30 need 
not be a thin layer but may comprise a solid member 
such as wood, plastic elements, metals and the like, of 
course, which generally limits the resulting image car 
rier on this member to a directly viewable light absorb 
ing image. Preferably, if this support base serving as 
transfer member 36 is not transparent, as when a thick 
metal member is employed, the image produced should 
contrast with the surface for easier viewing. 

In the pressing of transfer member 36 against the im 
aged member surface, pressures of from about 50 to 
200 pounds per linear inch produce optimum results. 

The following Examples further speci?cally define 
the present migration imaged member transfer imaging 
system of this invention. The parts and percentages are 
by weight unless otherwise indicated. The Examples 
below are intended to illustrate various preferred em 
bodiments of this invention. 

EXAMPLE I 

About 5 parts Staybelite Ester 10, a partially hydro 
genated rosin ester from Hercules Powder Co., is dis 
solved in about 20 parts cyclohexanone and about 75 
parts toluene. Using a gravure roller, the solution is 
then roll coated onto about a 3 mil Mylar polyester film 
having a thin semi-transparent aluminum overcoating. 
The solution coating is applied so that when air dried 
for about 2 hours to allow for evaporation of the cyclo 
hexanone and toluene solvents, about a 2 micron thick 
layer of Staybelite Ester 10 is formed on the aluminized 
Mylar substrate. 
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An overlayer coating dispersion is then prepared by 

mixing together a dispersion made up of about 10 parts 
of x-form metal-free phthalocyanine photoconductive 
particles, prepared as described in. Byrne U.S. Pat. No. 
3,357,989; about 4 1A: parts of Picco-lastic resin A-25 
a polystyrene resin and about 27 parts of Piccopale 
70SF, a highly branch polyolefin both available from 
Pennsylvania industrial Chemical Co., and about 64 
parts Isopar G (a long chain saturated aliphatic hydro 
carbon liquid, boiling point 3l5°-350°F from Humble 
Oil and Chemical Co.). The dispersion is then coated 
onto the 2 micron layer of Staybelite Ester 10 with a 
wire wound rod. 
The member is imaged by uniformly electrostatically 

charging it to a surface potential of about +500 volts, 
exposing the charged member to a positive optical 
image including line copy with exposure in illuminated 
areas of the member being about 0.3 f.c.s. from a tung 
sten lamp. 
The member is developed by exposing it to the va 

pors of the solvent trichloroethane for about 10 sec 
onds. An imaged member results as the phthalocyanine 
particles migrate in image-wise con?guration toward 
the substrate through the Staybelite resin layer. 
The imaged member is split according to the process 

described in copending application Ser. No. 784,164 
referred to above. The top most split off portion of the 
migration imaged member is transferred to a transfer 
member to produce a member similar to that illustrated 
in FIG. 3A. 
This member is then used as a master to produce 

seven additional transferred images by passing this 
member with the softenable layer in contact with seven 
successive paper transfer members through pressure 
rollers with a force of 100 lbs/linear inch followed by 
stripping to form a mirror reverse, but with the same 
sense image on each of the transfer members. 

EXAMPLE II] 

An imaging member is prepared by forming on an 
aluminized polyester film, available under the trade 
name Mylar from E. l. duPont de Nemours & Co., Inc., 
a softenable layer about 2 microns thick of a Staybelite 
ester 10 binder having zinc oxide particles of about 0.5 
microns in average diameter uniformly dispersed 
throughout the Staybelite ester in a dry weight ratio of 
zinc oxide to binder of about 1 to 1. The member is uni 
formly electrostatically charged by means of a corona 
discharge device to a negative surface potential of 
about 240 volts while in the dark and is then exposed 
to a light image having an intensity of about 200 foot 
candle seconds. The latent imaged member is devel 
oped by exposing the member to vapors of a haloge 
nated commercially available under the name Freon 
l 13 for about 10 seconds whereupon the zinc oxide mi 
grates towards the film in the unexposed areas. The im 
aged member is then split according to the process de 
scribed in copending application Ser. No. 784,164 re 
ferred to above providing a positive image on the upper 
half of the split image. The upper half of the split image 
is contacted with transparent cellophane tape available 
under the trade name Scotch from the 3 M Company 
and passed between a pair of pressure rollers one of 
which is heated. The imaged member is contacting the 
heated roller which provides a viscosity gradient 
through the cross section of the softenable layer such 
that a thin layer of the image is transferred to the tape. 
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This process is repeated six times to provide six images 
on successive portions of the tape. 

EXAMPLE Ill 

An imaging member is prepared by depositing about 
a 4 micron layer of softenable material on a 3 mil Mylar 
film. The softenable layer is formed by coating a mix 
ture of about 1 to 3 parts by volume stainless steel par 
ticles to Piccotex 100, a styrene homolog copolymer 
available from the Pennsylvania Industrial Chemical 
Co., onto the film. The stainless steel particles are in 
the range of from 10 to 44 microns in diameter. The 
imaging member is subjected to an image shaped mag 
netic field and simultaneously to vapors of 1,1,1 tri 
chloroethane for about 10 seconds. As a result the 
stainless steel particles migrate in depth toward the film 
and cluster at the edges of the magnetic field forming 
an outline of the magnetic image. The imaged member 
is subjected to solvent vapor for the binder layer and 
split in accordance with the procedure referred to in 
Example ll. The top half of the split image is then used 
as a master to prepare five additional images by passing 
the master in contact with separate sheets of Cronar, 
available from the E. l. duPont de Nemours & Co., lnc., 
which is heat activated prior to contact with the master. 

- The master in contact with the Cronar is passed be 
tween a pair of pressure rollers exerting a pressure of 
about 150 pounds per linear inch. The roller contacting 
the master is heated to provide a viscosity gradient 
across the softenable layer of the master. Five images 
are thus prepared by five successive transfers to Cronar 
sheets. 
Although specific components and proportions have 

been stated in the above description of preferred em 
bodiments of the migration imaged member-transfer 
imaging system of this invention, other suitable materi 
als, as listed herein, may be used with similar results 
and various degrees of quality. In addition, other mate 

, rials which exist presently, or may be discovered, may 
be added to materials used herein and variations may 
be made in the various processing steps to synergize, 
enhance or otherwise modify the properties of this in 
vention. 
For example, with the choosing of the proper hydro 

philic, hydrophobic nature of the particles relative to 
the binder therein, second generation transfer mem 
bers of this invention may be used as lithographic print 
ing masters. 
Also, advantageous enhancement of image contrast 

can be achieved by proper selection of migration mate 
rial and transfer members especially with respect to 
their color. It will be understood that various other 
changes in the details, materials, steps and arrange 
ments of parts, which have been herein described and 
illustrated in order to explain the nature of the inven 
tion, will occur to and may be made by those skilled in 
the art upon a reading of this disclosure and such 
changes are intended to be inclined within the principal 
and scope of this invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An imaging method for making multiple images 

from an original comprising the steps of: 
a. providing a migration imaged member comprising 

a layer of softenable material containing a viscosity 
gradient and migration particles distributed in only 
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8 
one imaging configuration and at least some of said 
migration particles contiguous a free surface of 
said softenable layer, said migration imaged mem 
ber having been made by splitting it from a migra 
tion imaged member which originally contained 
migration particles distributed in two image config 
urations; 

b. contacting a transfer member against said free sur 
face of said imaged member; and 

c. separating said transfer member and said imaged 
member whereby a portion of said imaged member 
including some but not all of said migration parti 
cles distributed in only one image configuration at 
said free surface is transferred to the transfer mem 
ber to produce an image on said transfer member. 

2. An imaging method according to claim 1 wherein 
said migration particles are of an average particle size 
from about 0.01 to about 2 microns and are dispersed 
in said softenable layer and wherein said softenable 
layer is electrically insulating and is between from 
about one-half to about 16 microns thick. 

3. An imaging method according to claim 1 wherein 
said softenable material comprises a a material selected 
from the group consisting of polystyrenes and aliphatic 
petroleum hydrocarbon resins. 

4. An imaging method according to claim 1 wherein 
steps (b) and (c) are repeated at least one additional 
time to transfer an image pattern to at least one addi 
tional transfer member. 

5. An imaging method according to claim 1 wherein 
the transfer member is paper. 

6. An imaging method according to claim 3 wherein 
the migration particles are metal free x 
phthalocyanine. 

7. An imaging method according to claim 6 wherein 
the transfer member and imaged member are passed 
between a pair of pressure rollers. 

8. The imaging method of claim 7 wherein at least 
one of the rollers is heated. 

9. The imaging method of claim 1 wherein the migra 
tion particles comprise zinc oxide. 

10. The imaging method of claim 1 wherein the trans 
fer member is opaque and has a tackifiable layer in 
contact with said free surface of said imaged member. 

11 An imaging method according to claim 1 wherein 
said imaged member is formed by forming an electrical 
latent image on an imaging member comprising a layer 
of electrically insulating softenable material and migra 
tion particles in said softenable material, said soften 
able material capable of having its resistance to migra 
tion of said migration particles decreased sufficiently to 
allow migration of said migration material through said 
softenable material and developing said electrical la 
tent image by decreasing the resistance to migration of 
said migration particles through said softenable mate 
rial at least sufficient to allow imagewise migration of 
migration particles at least in depth in the softenable 
layer. 

12. The imaging method according to claim 1 
wherein the contacting of the transfer member against 
the surface of the imaged member is a contact pressure 
from about 50 to 200 pounds per linear inch. 

* * * * * 
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